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A NOTE ON THREE-VALUED MODAL LOGIC

PETER K. SCHOTCH, JORGEN B. JENSEN, PETER F. LARSEN,
and EDWIN J. MacLELLAN

One of the advantages of the strong completeness result in [1] is that it
allows one to extend the usual apparatus for proving completeness of
two-valued modal propositional logics to three-valued logics. In the sequel1

we carry out this programme for two logics, the modal part of which
closely resembles the fundamental two-valued normal logic usually called
(unfortunately) K.2 The non-modal part of the logic is, in both cases, the
Lukasiewicz three-valued logic (which we call t.3) as axiomatized by
Wajsberg.

Of course there have been other attempts (by Lukasiewicz e.g.) to
construct many-valued modal logics, but almost all of these involve taking
a truth-functional view of the modal operators. In the case of a three-
valued base logic, this course is almost guaranteed to result in certain
theses which upon interpretation are inconsistent with any intuitive reading
of the modal operators. This should not be the occasion of despair,
however, since precisely the same thing happens if one tries to take a
truth-functional approach to modality on a two-valued base. The way out of
these difficulties which seems to have enjoyed the best reception in the
latter case, has been to abandon truth-functionality and to employ "possible
worlds" semantics.

Given the success of this strategy, it seems very natural to use it
again to do modal logic in a three-valued setting. We must expect some
differences, but these turn out to be not so substantial as might be
anticipated.3 We employ the terminology of [1], except for some trivial

1. Partially supported by National Research Council of Canada grant # A4085.

2. Unfortunately, because this terminology conflicts with that of Sobociήski and others who use
K in the names of a family of extensions of S4.

3. Especially by those who affect to find three-valued logic impossibly clumsy and lacking in the
all-around "niceness" of its two-valued competitor. In this connection see [3], p. 153.
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changes which are largely stylistic. Familiarity on the part of the reader
with the latter work is assumed.

Axioms The two logics considered in this study will have as axioms
certain wffs drawn from the following:

[W] the Wajsberg axioms for L3

4

[L3K] Π(p-q)-+(pp-+Uq)
[L3M2] Ί(Pp**ΊΠp)
[L3M3] TΩp - (Gj(Ί/> - />) - Π/>)

[L3S] ΪΠp->ΠΊp

The logic -L3M2 has as axioms [W], [L3K], and [L3M2]. The logic <t3M3 has
as axioms [W], [L3K], [L3M3] and [L3S].

Rules Both t,3tΆ2 and t 3 M 3 employ the same rules of inference viz. Modus
ponens for "—>", and uniform substitution for propositional variables (i.e.,
the usual rules for -L3), together with:

[RRL3] μcr _• β *=^i- D or — D β
[RNL3] hθ!=Φl-Dα

The concept of a wff being provable from a set of wffs and being
provable simpliciter is taken over from [1], p. 325, the obvious changes
being made in the latter concept in order to accommodate the above two
modal rules.

Basic semantics By a frame we understand, as usual, a pair (U,i2) where
U is a non-empty set and R c U x U is a binary relation. Members of U
are called points (although U is often understood intuitively as the set of
possible worlds) and R is called the accessibility or relative possibility
relation of the frame. By a three-valued model, we understand a frame
together with a valuation. The latter is a function V: Nat — 3U which
assigns to every propositional variable pn a three-valued "se t" . We may
think of V intuitively, as associating with every propositional variable the
fuzzy atomic proposition expressed by that variable according to the model.
For ease of exposition it is convenient to think of V in its equivalent form:
V: Nat x ϋ —> 3, i.e., as a function which assigns to every variable and
every point the truth-value taken on by that variable at that point.

The general concept of truth-value at a point is defined as follows
(where /a/u denotes the truth-value taken on by a at the point u):

/a/u = V(n, u) if a = ρn

/a -> β/u \ as given in the tables in [1], p. 326,
/la/u j suitably relativized to the points.

-L3:M2 We begin conservatively by considering a modal logic on a three-
valued base in which the modal operators take only (the) two (classical)

4. See [1], p. 325.
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truth-values. There are reasons for advancing the position that modal
discourse is essentially two-valued (i.e., classically two-valued) which
might be thought compelling. A possible position on this matter is that,
while for epistemological or metaphysical reasons we may not be in a
position to say whether or not some sentence a is true, we are always in a
position to adjudicate the weaker claim that a is possibly true. We take the
semantics of -L3M2 to be based on the basic semantics given above, with the
general concept of truth-value at a point expanded as follows:

/ r W - ί1U i^)(uRυ^Φ/a/v = 1)
/Πa/u= ( 0 o t h e r w i s e 5

Soundness That -L3M2 is sound with respect to the semantics given above
may be verified by routine calculation.

Completeness To show that -L3M2 is strongly complete with respect to our
semantics we employ the same proof technique as used in [1], That is, we
show that every syntactically consistent set of wffs is also semantically
consistent. Strong completeness then follows by the argument on p. 329 of
[ l] . By the i-3M2 canonical model, we understand that model

where Ut3M2> ^he canonical domain, is the set of-L3M2 maximal consistent
sets (as defined in [l]) and R^^2 is defined as follows:

For all u and υ e U^3M2: uR^M2υ iff for all a: u f-Dα =̂ > υ h a

The canonical valuation V^M2: Nat x Ut3M2 —* 3 is defined:

ίlifu \-pn

I f ift/£wandι/Ί/>w

In order that syntactical consistency imply semantical consistency, it is
clearly sufficient that the following result obtain:

Fundamental theorem for 9Wt3M2 For all points u in the canonical domain,
and all wffs a:

I liiuv-a
0 if u hlα
^iiuw-a and u\/ia

Proof: The proof of the fundamental theorem is by induction on the length
of α, with the basis step proved by appeal to the definition of the canonical
valuation. For the induction step, we need consider only the case in which
a is of the form Dβ where the result holds for β.

Case 1: Suppose that /Πβ/u Φ 1. It follows from this that (Ev)(uRUM2υ &
/β/v Φ 1). By the hypothesis of induction (hereafter Hll) υ t/β. By definition
of Rt3M2, it follows that u \/ D β. Thus /D β/u = 1 if u h D β.

5. This sort of truth-condition is investigated briefly for infinite valued logic in [2].
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Case 2: Suppose that /Πβ/u Φ 0. It follows that (VvKuR^^v =Φvι-β). We
now show that u h-ΊDβ =&> {EVKUR^^Ό & υ i/β). Let H(u) be {γ: uhΠγ}.
For uhlDβ it follows that N(w) 1/ β, since suppose otherwise: By [l]
Lemma 1 (b) there is some ne Nat such that: γl9 . . ., γn hβ, yz- € N(w) 1 ^
1 < n. From this and [1] Lemma 1 (q) it follows that:

i-yi — (yi - . . . - (yβ - (yβ - 0)).. . .)

By [RRL3]:

H D y i - > • ( y i - > . . . - > (yβ - (yβ -* β)) . . .)

By [1] Lemma 1 (d):

tt H D 7 l - D ( y i - . . . - (yn - (yw - β)) . . .)

By construction of N(w) and an obvious use of [L3K] and [l] Lemma 1 (d)
again, repeated as many times as necessary, we finally obtain: u\-Ώβ,
contrary to hypothesis. There are now two possibilities to consider.
Either H(u) HΊβ, in which case we simply "blow up" N(w) into a maximal
consistent set which will clearly serve as the point v required above, or
neither N(u)hβ nor N(w) HΊβ. In the latter case, we simply add to H(u)
both β and Ίβ. In view of [l] Lemma 1 (i), the resulting set must be
syntactically consistent, and upon maximization will also serve as our v.
Since l(Ev)(uRUM2v & υv β), it follows that uv ΊDβ.

Case 3: We now show that wι/ΊDβ=#>whDβ, so that in view of cases 1 and
2 above, /Πβ/u = \ cannot obtain. Suppose uw ΊΠa, it follows that u U {•<*}
is syntactically consistent. For if not, then by [l] Lemma 1 (t), u\~Πa, i.e.,
MHΠQ!-> ΊDcu. It cannot also be the case that uv-ΊΏa, since this would
imply that uhΠa <r^iΠa and in view of [-L3M2] u would be syntactically
inconsistent, contrary to hypothesis. But if uvΊΠa, then u U {lDec} is
syntactically consistent, and by definition of maximality u \-ΊΠa. Again by
definition of maximality, if u U {•<*} is syntactically consistent, then MhDα.

This completes the proof of the fundamental theorem for 9W^M2

•L3M3 We next investigate a logic in which the modal operators are allowed
to take on all three of our truth-values. This kind of logic is of interest
since there clearly are things to be said against the view that our intuitive
notion of the concepts of possibility and necessity must always be two-
valued. One difficulty in particular with our previous truth-conditions is
that although our account of "Π" may be acceptable, the derived truth-
condition for " O " makes that operator too weak. Thus using:

\ 0 otherwise

allows Oα to be true at some point even though the best a can do at any
related point is | . A genuine possibility operator, it could be argued,
would not be as flabby as this. If we try to remedy the situation by
employing the stronger truth-condition:
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,. , ί 1 if (Ev)(uRv & /a/υ = 1)
/ O α / W = ( θ otherwise,

precisely the same problem comes back to us, this time with respect to
the truth-condition for " D " . We might choose to abandon the inter-
definability of " D " and " O " at this point, but an alternative is to use a
different truth-condition on which the above difficulty will not arise. In
order to do the semantics of i-3M3, we employ the following truth-condition
due to S. K. Thomason6:

/Πa/u = Min[/α/ι;]
viuKυ

or less compactly:

(1 it(Vυ)(uRυ=Φ/a/υ = 1)
/Πa/u = I 0 if (Ev)(uRυ & /a/υ = 0)

[ \ if (Ev)(uRv & /a/υ = f) & {Vw)(uRw =φ/a/w Φ 0)

On this account the derived truth-condition for " O " comes out:

/Oa/u = Max[/a/υ]
υ uRv

Soundness The proof of soundness which is again omitted is entirely
routine.

Completeness We proceed as before, the notion of the t_3.M3 canonical
model being taken over mutatis mutandis from the last section.

Case 1: This case is handled in precisely the same fashion as before.

Case 2: Suppose /Ώβ/uΦQ. It follows on the truth condition that:
(^v)(uRJt3mυ=φ/β/υ Φ 0), and thus by HI that (Vv)(uRUM3υ =Φ υ v Ίβ). We
show now that u HΊDβ ==> {Έυ){uRu^v & υ ι-Ί/3). Suppose that wh ΊDβ,
then N(w) U {πβ} is syntactically consistent by the following argument: If
H{u) U {iβ} is syntactically inconsistent^ then H{u) HΊβ and by the argument
of case 2 of the_ last section: wi-D(Ίβ). By [t3M3] and [l] Lemma 1 (a)
u HΊDβ -» (Π(Tβ) -» Πβ). Two uses of [l] Lemma 1 (d) give: wt-Dβ, which
means that u is syntactically inconsistent contrary to hypothesis. Since
H(u) U {πβ} is syntactically consistent, it follows that there is some υ such
that uR^^v and v H Ίβ. Thus u y-1Dβ.

Case 3: Suppose that uv Πβ and uw- ΊDβ. It follows that H{u) f/β, by the
argument of case 2 of the last section. Also H{u) ϋ{lβ} is syntactically
inconsistent, for suppose not: then H{u) w- Ίβ and in view of [LS] utf ΊDβ.
But this means that u U {ΊDβ} is syntactically consistent and by definition
of maximality u HΊDβ, contrary to hypothesis. It follows from these two
facts and HI that: (EυKuR^^υ & /β/υ = |) and {^w){uR^mw=^>/β/w Φ 0).
These two imply that /• β/u = | .

This completes the proof of the fundamental theorem for 9W^M3.

6. See [4].
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